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- Augmenting the City with Fiction: Fictional Requirements for Mobile Guides
- A Multimodal Mobile Museum Guide for All
- Heritage & Habitus: Designing to Support Situated, Living Knowledge
- Traffic Advisories Based on Route Prediction
- A Gaze-based Guidance System based on a Real-world 3D Photo Logging System
- A Mock-up System for the Early Testing of Location Based Services
- Demonstrating Coherent Interactions between Personal Mobile Devices and Situated Installations
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- Contextual Bookmarks
- Bluetooth Familiarity: Methods of Calculation, Applications and Limitations
- Semantic Integration and Language Access to Mobile Data
- Koubachi: A Mobile Phone Widget to Enable Affective Communication with Indoor Plants
- Swiss Army Knife meets Camera Phone: Tool Selection and Interaction using Visual Markers
- Mediating Multi-Party Negotiation Through Marker-Based Tracking of Mobile Phones
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